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Evidence of short-time dynamical correlations in simple liquids
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We report a molecular dynamics study of the collective dynamics of a simple monatomic liquid—interacting
through a two-body potential that mimics that of lithium—across the liquid-glass transition. In the glassy phase
we find evidences of a fast relaxation process similar to that recently found in Lennard-Jones glasses. The
origin of this process is ascribed to the topological disorder, i.e., to the dephasing of the different momentum
Q Fourier components of the actual normal modes of vibration of the disordered structure. More important, we
find that the fast relaxation persists in the liquid phase with almost no temperature dependence of its charac-
teristic parameters~strength and relaxation time!. We conclude, therefore, that in the liquid phase well above
the melting point, at variance with the usual assumption ofuncorrelatedbinary collisions, the short time
particle motion is stronglycorrelated and can be described via a normal mode expansion of the atomic
dynamics.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.66.031205 PACS number~s!: 63.50.1x, 61.43.Fs, 62.60.1v, 64.70.Pf
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many experimental investigations by inelastic neutr
~INS! and x-ray~IXS! scattering techniques, as well as d
ferent theoretical and numerical studies have been dev
since more than 20 years to the understanding of the co
tive dynamics of simple liquids. In particular, the effor
have been focused on those dynamical ranges that go be
the two limiting cases of single-particle~high exchanged mo
mentumQ) and hydrodynamic~low Q) regimes. The alkali
metals are a typical class of systems considered as a w
bench to test the different theoretical approaches develo
so far for the dynamics of the liquid state. These systems
known to support well-defined oscillatory modes for the de
sity fluctuations~acousticlike modes! well outside the strict
hydrodynamic region, down to wavelengths of a few int
particle distances.

From the experimental point of view, it is worth mentio
ing the pioneering INS experiment by Copley and Rowe@1#
in liquid rubidium, while more recently many experiment
efforts have been performed aiming to realize more and m
accurate experiments: INS investigations have been dev
to liquid cesium@2#, sodium@3#, lithium @4#, potassium@5#
and again rubidium@6#. Simultaneously many theoretical an
numerical studies have also been reported on the same
tems@7–14#. Among others, one significant advantage of t
numerical techniques with respect to INS is the possibility
overcome the experimental restriction, i.e., the limitedQ
2E) accessible region and the simultaneous presence o
herent and incoherent contributions to the INS signal. Mo
over, numerical techniques allow to access a wider se
correlation functions while the inelastic scattering expe
ments basically probe the density-density correlation fu
tion.

More recently, the advent of the IXS technique@15,16#
opened new possibilities for the experimental determina
of the dynamic structure factor in the nanometer wave-ve
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region. In fact, the use of x-rays often allows to extend
accessible exchanged energy region to neutrons~an impor-
tant merit especially in these systems characterized by a
value of the sound velocity!, and to overcome the presenc
of incoherent scattering when one is also interested in
collective motion. On the other hand, the resolution dema
is particularly severe in this case, and the scattered inten
rapidly decreases on increasing the atomic number of
sample. This complementarity of IXS and INS allowed
improve the comprehension of the microscopic dynamics
alkali metals through a number of experiments performed
the last decade@17–24#.

A basic idea suggested by molecular dynamics~MD!
simulations@25#, and recently demonstrated by IXS in th
case of lithium@20,22#, aluminum@23#, and sodium@24#, is
the existence of two different time scales which drive t
viscous decay of the density fluctuations. These two ti
scales are believed to reflect two different phenomena.
slower process~whose characteristic time spans from fe
picoseconds to seconds depending on the temperature! is re-
sponsible for the highlycorrelatedatomic motion. Its current
understanding is provided by the mode coupling the
~MCT! approach, which gives a satisfactory description o
large number of experimental and numerical results obtai
in glass forming systems@26#. This process is usually re
ferred to as thea ~structural! relaxation process. The faste
process~characteristic time in the subpicosecond time ran!
is less understood, and, in the normal liquid phase, is usu
described byuncorrelatedbinary collisions between particle
@27#.

Recently, theoretical~hard spheres! @28# and numerical
~Lennard-Jones! @29# studies on the high frequency dynami
of model monatomicglasseshave shown that even in a ha
monic glass, a fast relaxation process exists. This proc
shows the typical phenomenology of relaxations as the so
velocity increases with wave vectorQ, in spite of the fact
that all the diffusive degrees of freedom are frozen and
©2002 The American Physical Society05-1
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anharmonicity is absent. This findings point towards the
sociation of this relaxation process to the topological dis
der @29#: i.e., the dephasing of the different oscillatory com
ponents present in the dynamics of the density fluctuation
a given Q value gives rise to the decay of the correlati
functions. If this interpretation is correct, this fast relaxati
process should be a general property of disordered sys
and, in particular, it must also exist in the liquid phase.

In this paper, we investigate whether in a simple mo
atomic liquid it is possible to associate the fast relaxat
process to the topological disorder and to improve our
derstanding of this phenomenon beyond the present b
based on~almost! uncorrelated binary collisions. This stud
compares the dynamical properties of a monatomic sys
~lithium! in its liquid, supercooled, glassy, and crystallin
phases obtained by MD simulations. The analysis of qua
ties such as the speed of sound, the acoustic attenuation
the related relaxation times indicates the existence of the
relaxation processes in all disordered phases. The slow
cess, whose relaxation time largely increases approachin
structural arrest~glass transition!, effectively behaves as th
a relaxation. Most importantly,we find that the fast proces
is always present and its features do not change between
liquid and glass phases. This implies the importance of th
topological disorder in this fast dynamics even in the liqu
phase. Moreover, it also indicates that even at the short
scale considered the atomic motion is highly correlated
cannot be described by uncorrelated binary collisions.

II. MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATION

We numerically investigated the molecular dynamics
2000 lithium atoms interacting via the Price-Tosi pseudo
tential. This interaction potential has been shown to ac
rately reproduce both the structural and dynamical proper
@8#. Lithium has been chosen due to the availability of hi
resolution experimental data on the dynamic structure fa
S(Q,v) in the liquid phase, which show the existence of t
two relaxations processes@22#.

The molecular dynamics simulations have been p
formed in the microcanonical ensemble, utilizing a Ver
algorithm with an integration timedt50.5 fs. The system
has been equilibrated at several different temperatures
square box with periodic boundary conditions. To ma
closer contact with the IXS experiments, the numerical d
sities, i.e., the box dimensions, have been adjusted at
temperature to the experimental values@30#, as far as the
mass of each atom, chosen as the isotopic mixture co
sponding to the natural abundance (m51.152 21
310226 kg). The energy conservation, all over the explor
temperature range, was better than a few parts in 1024.

The melting temperature of the selected interatomic in
action potential isTm5450 K, in good agreement with th
experimental melting point. Below this temperature, t
‘‘MD liquid’’ can be supercooled avoiding the crystalliza
tion, and it attains the structural arrest atTc'260 K, a value
extrapolated from a power law fit of the calculated diffusi
coefficient. This value ofTc is consistent with that estimate
from the depth of the effective interaction potential well,e.
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In fact, using the relationTc'0.47e, valid for the Lennard-
Jones potential@31#, we derive for the Price pseudopotenti
Tc5270 K. BelowTc it is no longer possible to equilibrat
the system, but we can obtain the simulated ‘‘lithium glas
by rapid quenching down to few kelvin. Further heating
the system up to~but below that! Tc allows to investigate the
effect of the anharmonicity in the glassy configuration. W
studied the system in the range from 5 K to 1100 K, aregion
much wider than that accessible in the real system. Inde
the low- and high-T limits cannot be reached experimental
because of the unavoidable crystallization belowTm or of the
high chemical reactivity of the hot liquid. At any of the se
lected temperatures~aboveTg), we equilibrated the system
for few hundreds of picoseconds and then we stored the c
figurationsr i(t) in order to calculate the dynamic structu
factor, defined as

S~Q,v!5~1/N!T(
i , j

^e2 iQ•r i (t)eiQ•r j (0)&, ~1!

whereT represents the Fourier transform.
For the sake of simplicity, we turned around the calcu

tion of the correlation by making use of the Wiene
Kintchine theorem, which simplifies the computation of t
dynamic structure factor as

S~Q,v!5
1

N UT(
i

^e2 iQ•r i (t)&U2

. ~2!

The numerical resolution 2p/Dt, Dt being the acquisition
length, was set to 1.3 ps21, while the ‘‘free spectral range’
~i.e., the accessible frequency window! 2p/dt, wheredt is
the time separation of the stored configurations, was se
120 ps21. EachS(Q,v) at a fixedQ value was obtained a
an average over different statistically independent runs~up to
52 for each temperature! andQW orientations in the simulation
box.

III. RESULTS

In Fig. 1, we report a comparison of the simulated d
namic structure factor atQ57 nm21 with the corresponding
experimental result for those temperatures where data
available (T5475 K andT5600 K).

The detailed balance factor has been removed from
experimental data through the relation

I c~Q,v!5F \v/KT

12e2\v/KTG21

I q~Q,v!, ~3!

where the suffixesc andq indicate the classical and quantu
quantities, respectively.
5-2
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EVIDENCE OF SHORT-TIME DYNAMICAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 031205 ~2002!
The good agreement between the simulated and the
perimental spectra testifies that the adopted potential re
sents well the lithium system.1

In Fig. 2 we report the temperature dependence of
dynamical structure factor for the same selected value of
momentum transfer,Q57.0 nm21.

The temperature dependence of the spectra reporte
Fig. 2 shows two apparently opposite behaviors; on one
the central line—or mountain peak in the terminology of t
glass-transition phenomenology—gets narrower with
creasing temperature and its width, related to the invers
the relaxation timet, becomes negligible at the glass tran
tion, thus indicating the structural arrest~i.e., a divergent
relaxation time!. On the contrary, the Brillouin componen
shows a much reduced temperature dependence, and th
citation maintains a significant linewidth even at very lo
temperature and no remarkable behavior is observed aro
Tc .

It is worth remembering that the width of the Brilloui
peaks is a nonmonotonic function ofT, they attain a maxi-
mum in the temperature region whereVt'1, and become
negligible whenVt@1 ~hereV is the frequency of the ex
citation, i.e., approximately the Brillouin peak position!. The
origin of the nonvanishing width of the Brillouin peak has
be searched in a phenomenon different from the relaxa
process responsible for the structural arrest (a process!.

To investigate the effect of a possible origin~the anhar-
monicity! of the observed Brillouin linewidth, we report th
spectra obtained by MD at 5 and 300 K in the lithium cryst

1The experimental resolutions of the reported spectra are slig
different for the experiment and simulation; in particular,dvexpt

54.5 ps21 and dQexpt50.35 nm21 FWHM, while dvsim

51.3 ps21 anddQsim50.2 nm21 FWHM. The energy broadening
of the spectra for the consideredQ value is, however, always large
than any resolution effects.

FIG. 1. Dynamic structure factors of lithium atQ57 nm21 and
T5600 K ~upper panel! and T5475 K ~lower panel! are reported
together with the experimental data~points with error bars! @22#.
The resolutions@full width at half maximum~FWHM!# aredEexpt

'4.5 ps21 for the IXS data,dEsim51.3 ps21 for the simulations.
In the experimental data, the detailed balance factor has bee
moved to be consistent with the classical character of the sim
tion.
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produced by thermalizing at finite temperature the confi
ration obtained starting from an ordered~bcc! lattice.

As clearly shown in the figure, and as well known fro
the experiments, the phonon linewidth in the crystal is co
pletely negligible compared to the disordered phases, in
cating that the residual linewidth cannot be attributed to
harmonicity, which, in turn, is expected to be of the sam
order of magnitude in the ordered and disordered phase

Having excluded the anharmonic origin of the Brillou
linewidth, a possibility lies in the presence of a further rela
ation process, which in the system parallels thea process. In
order to investigate on such a possibility, an appropriate w
can be to study the dynamic structure factor in the gla
phase, where any relaxation effect due to thea process is
frozen. The dynamic structure factor of a lithium glass, o
tained by an instantaneous quench from above the me
point, is reported in Fig. 3.

As a demonstration of the presence of such an additio
relaxation process, we report the observation of a posi
dispersion of the sound velocity below the melting tempe
ture. This effect, also expected to take place at frequen
such thatvt'1, is shown in Fig. 4, where we report th
quantitycl(Q)5v l(Q)/Q with v l the maximum of the cur-
rent correlation spectra,

ly

re-
a-

FIG. 2. Dynamic structure factor of lithium atQ57 nm21 at
different temperatures and phases: liquid, supercooled and g
~full line!, crystal@oriented along~1 0 0!, dashed lines#. The energy
resolution~FWHM! is dEsim51.3 ps21 ~in the crystal case it has
been enhanced by a factor of 3 due to the narrower line shape! and
in all cases it is negligible with respect to the intrinsic spect
width.
5-3
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J~Q,v!5v2/Q2S~Q,v!. ~4!

The existence of a positive dispersion of sound, rep
duced by the simulations of the glass and cold liquid pha
~it is missing in the crystal!, supports the hypothesis of th
existence of a second relaxation process.

The qualitative analysis of Fig. 2per seindicates the pres
ence of at least two relaxation processes governing the

FIG. 3. Dynamic structure factor of a lithium simulated glass
T55 K.

FIG. 4. Speed of sound in different thermodynamic phas
Dots, glass/supercooled, down triangle, crystal along~1 0 0!; up
triangle, crystal along~1 1 1!. Full and open symbols are relative t
T55 K andT5300 K, respectively. Arrows indicates acoustic da
at T570 K. Lines are a guide for the eyes.
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frequency collective dynamics of the considered syste
one, strongly temperaturedependent, which shows up mostly
in the width of the central line, and the other, strongly te
peratureindependent, which gives rise to the width of the
inelastic feature. These simulations confirm, therefore, i
much wider temperature range the conclusions provided
the analysis of the IXS data on lithium@22#, and extend into
the supercooled and glassy phase regions, the theoretica
dictions of a dynamics ruled by two different time scale
Particularly interesting is the persistence of the second~fast!
relaxation process, which is essentially identical in the liqu
and in the glass. This result is somewhat in contradict
with the current belief: in fact, in the liquid the fast dynam
cal processes have been so far associated with uncorre
binary collisions, while in the solid the atomic motion
dominated by long range correlations. A quantitative desc
tion of this relaxation process may contribute to shed light
this point.

We now quantitatively represent the dynamic structu
factor to assess the evolution of the relaxation proces
from the liquid down to the supercooled and glassy state.
this purpose, we analyzed our data adopting a model ba
on the memory function approach, introduced to repres
the MD data on alkali metals@32,33#, and recently utilized to
interpret the experimental data of liquid lithium@20#, alumi-
num @23#, and sodium@24#. Within this framework, the evo-
lution of the density autocorrelation function is described
a memory function through the Langevin equation

f̈~Q,t !1v0
2~Q!f~Q,t !1E

0

t

M ~Q,t2t8!ḟ~Q,t8!dt850,

where

v0
2~Q!5@kBT/mS~Q!#Q2. ~5!

By Fourier transformation, the dynamic structure factor
given by

S~Q,v!

S~Q!
5

p21v0
2~Q!M 8~Q,v!

@v22v0
21vM 9~Q,v!#21@vM 8~Q,v!#2

.

~6!

The complex memoryM (Q,t) contains all the interaction
details and decays over the characteristic time scales of
system. The dynamics of a simple liquid can be satisfacto
described by the two-time-exponential ansatz@33#

ML~Q,t !5Da
2~Q!e2t/ta(Q)1Dm

2 ~Q!e2t/tm(Q), ~7!

where the indicesa andm indicate the usuala ~or structural!
and the fast~or microscopic! process, respectively. We use
Eq. ~6! as a model function. Its convolution with the simu
lation resolutionR(v) has been utilized as a fitting functio
to the MD spectra:

F~Q,v!5E S~Q,v8!R~v2v8!dv8. ~8!

t

s.
5-4
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EVIDENCE OF SHORT-TIME DYNAMICAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 031205 ~2002!
The results of such a procedure are shown in Fig.
where we report the calculated dynamic structure factors
gether with their best fitted line shapes at selected mom
and temperatures.

Among the fitting parameters, the relaxation times of
two processes are reported in Fig. 6 as function of the
changed wave vector and at selected temperatures. A
considered temperatures, thea process shows an almost fl
Q dependence, with an apparent increase belowQ
'4 nm21, an artifact that occurs when the relaxation time
comparable or higher than the inverse resolution, already
served in the analysis of the IXS spectra@22#. The micro-
scopic process shows, instead, an effective slightly decr
ing Q trend. The value of the structural relaxation time
largeQ shows a sharp increase in the supercooled region
upon further cooling. On the contrary, the temperature
havior of the fast microscopic,m, process is very different
In fact, it gives a basicallyT-independent relaxation time i
any of the considered phases. This figure provides a qua
tative account of the qualitative analysis that was deriv
from the results reported in Fig. 1.

To be more precise in the assessment of the tempera
dependence of the relaxation times, once observed that tQ
dependence is similar for each temperature, we define
Q-independent temperature coefficientg(T) through the re-
lation t(Q,T)5g(T)t(Q,To). As an arbitrary reference
temperature we selectedT051100 K and determinedg(T)

FIG. 5. Selected fitting examples at differentQ2T values. Open
dots, molecular dynamics; full lines, fits.S(Q,0) values atT
55 K are 2.131023 and 4.931023, respectively.
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as the scaling factor that minimizes the mean squared dif
ences between each set of data and the set atTo .

The result of such a procedure, for both thea and m
processes, is reported in Fig. 7. As clearly seen, the re
ation time of the structural process increases about six ti
between To and the lowest available temperature (T
5275 K). In the same plot we also report the quantityT/D,
being D the diffusion coefficient determined in the simul
tions. As expected, this quantity follows a behavior similar
that of the relaxation time of thea process, thus confirming
the validity of its identification with the structural relaxatio
process. On the contrary, the microscopic relaxation time

FIG. 6. Q dependence of the relaxation times at some selec
temperatures. The slight increase of thea process at lowQ is an
artifact due to finite resolution effects~see text!.

FIG. 7. T dependence of the relaxation times~circles, left axis!.
In the same plot we also report the behavior of the diffusion co
ficient ~stars, right axis!.
5-5
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hibits a small variation in the whole temperature range w
a total change of only 50% of the value atTo , and without
any behavior worth noting aroundTc . This demonstrates
that the fast relaxation process is the same from the hot
uid down to the glass.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In the present paper, we have shown how the dynamic
a simple monatomic system can be described in terms of
viscous relaxation processes in a range of temperature
ering all disordered phases: the hot liquid, the supercoo
liquid, and the glass. Few comments concerning the phys
origin of these two processes are in order. By its strong te
perature dependence and by the close relation with the
perature dependence of the diffusion coefficient, the slo
relaxation process is unambiguously identified as thea pro-
cess, i.e., the process that drives the glass transition in t
systems capable to sustain strong under-cooling. More in
esting are the indications obtained from the analysis of
faster process. The comparison between glass and crysta
equivalence of the fast relaxation process in the liquid an
the glass, and the consistency between the simulation
experimental results in the liquid are all indications that
origin of this process must be something that is comm
between liquid and glass, but not existent in the crystal.
the considered fast time scale, which corresponds to va
of fractions of picoseconds, one can consider all diffus
processes in the liquid frozen, and on this snapshot t
scale one can consider that the liquid and the glass are
only topologically, but also dynamically equivalent. Alon
this line, one is then driven to conclude that—similarly
what has been found in other model glasses@29#—also in the
liquid this fast relaxation process is intimately related to
topologically disorder, while anharmonicity and/or dynam
cal effects play only a secondary role. The way in which
disorder can produce the phenomenology of a relaxa
process—also in the harmonic limit—is as follows. On
general ground, a relaxation process can be pictured as
macroscopic manifestation of microscopic phenomena a
ciated with the existence of channels by which the ene
stored in a given mode relaxes towards other degrees of
dom. The spectrum of the density fluctuations,S(Q,v),
t.

on

ys
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through the fluctuation-dissipation relation, reflects the ti
evolution of the energy initially stored (t5to) in a plane
wave of wavelength 2p/Q. As the plane wave is not an
eigenstate of the disordered system, att.to there will be a
transfer of amplitude from this plane wave towards oth
plane waves with differentQ values. This process is con
trolled by the difference between the considered plane w
and the true normal modes of the topologically disorde
glassy structure. This energy flow takes place on a spe
time scalet, and gives rise to the observed relaxation p
cess phenomenology. The depicted scenario is incontrast
with a description of the fast relaxation process in terms
~more or less correlated! binary collisions. Indeed, accordin
to the usual description, the collision between two atoms—
a given position in spacer̄ * and at a given timet* —is not
correlated with the dynamics of the atoms far away fromr̄ * ,
and with the dynamics of the colliding atoms at time larg
than t* 1tm . In this view tm acts as the correlation time o
the local dynamics. On the contrary, according to the pres
description, the dynamics of the whole system is stron
correlated—and described in terms of normal modes
vibration—up to a time of the order ofta , andtm indicates
the decorrelation time for the specific plane waves, not
the dynamics.

The common origin of the fast process in the liquid and
the glass, and its association to the disorder, poses again
interpretation in terms of kinetic processes, such as bin
collisions. In this sense, the idea that all the binary proces
are contained in the short time dynamics~terahertz region!,
while the correlated motion is fully described by thea pro-
cess, has to be revised.
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